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Silo and Bin Cleaning Leader Celebrates a Quarter of a Century of Safety and
Service
MARIETTA, OH -- Mole•Master Services Corporation is observing its 25th anniversary
with a special look back at defining moments and philosophies in the silo and bin
cleaning expert’s history.
“A commitment to safety has been a keystone of our business from the very beginning,”
Mole•Master General Manager Dave Laing said, citing multiple years of zero lost-time
accidents or recordable injuries dating back to the company’s early years.
“Our rigorous training program ensures our employees comply 100% with federal
guidelines,” Laing said. “We also take steps to ensure we have a comprehensive
understanding of the regulations each customer must contend with, whether the
requirements are local, state or industry-specific.”
While Mole•Master views its long-standing safety commitment with pride, the leader in
silo and bin cleaning equipment sales and service also recounts a number of important
innovations and accomplishments in the last 25 years, including:





Projects in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and 33 countries
Expansion from servicing coal, power and cement industries to a wide range of
markets, including aluminum, plastics, ethanol, food, grain and more than 20
other areas
Design and construction of pneumatic and hydraulic silo and bin cleaners
Purchase and installation of silo for "in-house" training

As part of Mole•Master’s celebration of its 25th anniversary, the company honored two
employees – Phil Proctor and Mike Wagner – who have been with the company since
the beginning and have made substantial contributions toward its growth. "I am thrilled
to have been part of the history of Mole•Master as we grew from a start-up to the global
leadership position we now enjoy," Proctor said.
For the future, Laing foresees more of the same: “From our commitment to safety to our
dedication to customer satisfaction to our determination to train and advance our
employees, Mole•Master has achieved an outstanding 25 years and set the course for
another 25 years – and more – of growth, service and excellence.”
Mole•Master is a leading silo cleaner as well as a trusted manufacturer of bin cleaning
equipment. Visit the company’s website at http://www.molemaster.com to learn how

Mole•Master’s innovative silo cleaning services can improve the efficiency and safety of
your operations.
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